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Abstract
We study surface subgroups of groups acting simply transitively on ver-
tex sets of certain hyperbolic triangular buildings. The study is motivated
by Gromov’s famous surface subgroup question: Does every one-ended
hyperbolic group contain a subgroup which is isomorphic to the funda-
mental group of a closed surface of genus at least 2? In [9] and [3] the
authors constructed and classified all groups acting simply transitively on
the vertices of hyperbolic triangular buildings of the smallest non-trivial
thickness. These groups gave the first examples of cocompact lattices
acting simply transitively on vertices of hyperbolic triangular Kac-Moody
buildings that are not right-angled. Here we study surface subgroups of
the 23 torsion free groups obtained in [9]. With the help of computer
searches we show, that in most of the cases there are no periodic apart-
ments invariant under the action of a genus two surface. The existence of
such an action implies the existence of a surface subgroup, but it is not
known, whether the existence of a surface subgroup implies the existence
of a periodic apartment. These groups are the first candidates for groups
that have no surface subgroups arising from periodic apartments.
1 Introduction
In [9] the authors classified all torsion-free groups acting simply transitively on
the vertices of hyperbolic triangular buildings of the smallest non-trivial thick-
ness. They constructed the groups with the polygonal presentation method
introduced in [13]. As a result, they obtain 23 non-isomorphic groups, each
defined by 15 generators x1, x2, . . . , x15 and 15 cyclic relations, each of them of
the form xixjxk = 1, where not all the indices are the same. The underlying
hyperbolic building is the universal cover of the polyhedron glued together from
15 geodesic triangles with angles pi/4 and with the letters from the relations
written on the boundary. In constructing the polyhedron the sides of the tri-
angles with the same labels are glued together, respecting the orientation. For
example, the presentations T1, T3, T9 and T21 obtained in [9] are given in Table
1. These will be used later as examples.
Thus these sets of 15 triangles, with angles pi/4, words specified in [9] written
at the boundary and glued together respecting orientation, all give a polyhedron
that has one vertex and the smallest generalised quadrangle as the link. The
universal cover of this polyhedron is a hyperbolic triangular building [1], and
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T1 T3 T9 T21
(x1, x1, x10) (x1, x1, x10) (x1, x1, x10) (x1, x5, x2)
(x1, x15, x2) (x1, x15, x2) (x1, x15, x2) (x4, x13, x11)
(x2, x11, x9) (x2, x11, x3) (x2, x11, x4) (x1, x6, x4)
(x2, x14, x3) (x2, x14, x5) (x2, x14, x6) (x5, x9, x10)
(x3, x7, x4) (x3, x7, x4) (x3, x5, x9) (x1, x3, x13)
(x3, x15, x13) (x3, x15, x8) (x3, x8, x7) (x5, x13, x9)
(x4, x8, x6) (x4, x8, x9) (x3, x10, x13) (x2, x7, x10)
(x4, x12, x11) (x4, x12, x12) (x4, x8, x5) (x6, x9, x8)
(x5, x5, x8) (x5, x9, x6) (x4, x14, x14) (x2, x12, x15)
(x5, x10, x12) (x5, x13, x13) (x5, x10, x12) (x6, x11, x10)
(x6, x6, x14) (x6, x8, x11) (x6, x7, x12) (x3, x11, x14)
(x7, x7, x12) (x6, x10, x13) (x6, x15, x9) (x7, x8, x15)
(x8, x13, x9) (x7, x9, x14) (x7, x8, x11) (x3, x14, x8)
(x9, x14, x15) (x7, x10, x12) (x9, x15, x13) (x7, x14, x12)
(x10, x13, x11) (x11, x15, x14) (x11, x12, x13) (x4, x12, x15)
Table 1: Presentations T1, T3, T9 and T21 from [9].
the group with 15 generators x1, x2, . . . , x15 and the 15 words from the bound-
aries of the triangles as relations, acts on the building cocompactly and simply
transitively.
These groups are the first examples of cocompact lattices acting simply tran-
sitively on vertices of hyperbolic triangular Kac-Moody buildings that are not
right-angled. For a general introduction to the theory of hyperbolic buildings
and their lattices, see the survey [12] by A. Thomas.
Here we study the 23 groups further, motivated by Gromov’s famous surface
subgroup question: Does every one-ended hyperbolic group contain a subgroup
which is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a closed surface of genus at
least 2? Recall, that a group G is a surface group if G = pi1(F), where F is a
closed surface. If in addition F is finite, then pi1(F) has one of the following
forms (see [11])
(i) G = 〈a1, b1, . . . , an, bn | a1b1a
−1
1
b−1
1
· · · anbna
−1
n b
−1
n 〉, when F is orientable
and of genus n,
(ii) G = 〈a1, . . . , an | a21a
2
2 · · · a
2
n〉, when F is non-orientable and of genus n.
Gromov’s question remains open, but there are many classes of hyperbolic
groups, for which the answer is positive. For example, see [4] for surface sub-
groups of right-angled Artin groups or [2], where Calegari and Walker show,
that a random group contains many quasiconvex surface subgroups. Existence
of surface subgroups in right-angled hyperbolic buildings was shown in [5], and
in hyperbolic buildings with 4-gonal apartments in [14]. Existence of surface
subgroups in fundamental groups of higher-dimensional complexes is discussed,
for example, in [6].
We are especially interested in periodic apartments, invariant under an ac-
tion of a surface group, since such an action implies an existence of a surface
subgroup. For periodic apartments in Euclidean buildings using dynamics, see
[1]. In [14], periodic apartments were shown to exist in some hyperbolic build-
ings.
2
It is not known, whether the existence of a surface subgroup implies the
existence of a periodic apartment. In this paper we obtain first candidates
for groups not having periodic apartments. We show, that one cannot find
an apartment invariant under a genus two surface group action in most of the
considered 23 groups.
2 Periodic apartments of genus 2
Theorem 2.1. There are hyperbolic triangular buildings admitting simply-transitive
torsion free action and having the smallest generalised quadrangle as the link at
each vertex that do no have apartments invariant under genus 2 orientable sur-
face group action.
Proof. Let us assume, that there exists an action of genus 2 surface on an apart-
ment of the building. Let’s consider the triangulation of the surface induced by
this action and take the dual graph of this triangulation. It has a vertex for each
triangle of which the surface is glued together, and edge between two vertices,
if the corresponding triangles are adjacent. Thus the dual graph is 3-valent.
Since the triangles have angles pi/4, eight of them must meet at any vertex of
the surface. It means that in the dual graph there are cycles of length eight,
or, in other words, we can think about the surface also as being glued together
from octagons (see Figure 1). Note that the same triangle can appear more
than once in an octagon, so we should in fact talk about closed walks of length
8, but, for simplicity, let us call them 8-cycles. Since the edges in the dual graph
each correspond to an edge in the triangulation, the labelling of the edges of the
triangles with x1, . . . , x15 corresponds to a colouring of the edges in the dual
graph.
xi
xj
xk
Figure 1: The edges of the dual graph get their labels from the sides of the
triangles.
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From Euler’s formula V −E+F = 2− 2g we can now deduce the number of
triangles in a surface of genus 2: The surface is tessellated by regular octagons.
Three of them meet at each vertex, since the dual graph is 3-valent, and each
edge is shared by two octagons. Thus if we denote the number of octagons by
F , the number of edges is 4F and the number of vertices is 8F/3, and we get
F = 6g − 6. (1)
So, for a genus 2 surface we need 6 octagons, and thus 16 triangles. The dual
graph therefore has 16 vertices and 24 edges.
Since the triangles are oriented, they induce an orientation to the vertices
of the dual graph (Figure 1). Two adjacent triangles have different orientation,
and so also two adjacent vertices in the dual graph have different orientation.
Thus the dual graph must be bipartite. Denote, that the vertices of the 8-cycles
at the boundaries of the octagons have alternating orientations.
It is possible that some of the triangles forming the surface are glued together
from two sides. This means that there is a double edge between two vertices in
the dual graph. However, let us first consider the dual graphs with no double
edges. Such graphs have girth at least 3.
2.1 Dual graphs without double edges
From Gordon Royle’s list of cubic graphs [7] we see that there exist 4060 cubic
graphs with 16 vertices, 24 edges and girth 3 or more. We generate all of these
using nauty [10]. Only 38 of them are bipartite. By a computer programme
written in Fortran we check the existence of six 8-cycles in these graphs with a
depth first algorithm as follows.
We pick one of the vertices as the starting point for the search. There has to
be three octagons through this vertex. So we can pick any of the adjacent ones
to be another vertex in the first octagon. Then we proceed along the graph, not
visiting the same vertex twice, until we arrive to the eighth vertex. If this the
one we started from, we have an octagon. If not, we go back one step at the
time, trying all the other possible ways to proceed from the previous vertex. We
keep track of everything we have tried. When one octagon is found, we proceed
searching for another 5. Each edge in the graph must be used in two different
octagons, once to each direction.
Only the graphs that have numbers 3345, 3538, 3621, 4002 and 4060 when
all the 4060 are generated with nauty are bipartite and have 6 cycles of length
8 in them, and thus only these five graphs fulfill the above conditions for a dual
graph of a surface of genus 2. Let us call these graphs G0
3345
, G0
3538
, G0
3621
,
G04002 and G
0
4060. Note, that the set of six octagons is not unique in any of these
five graphs: in the graph G0
3345
there are 8 ways to pick a set of six octagons
with the desired properties. In the graph G0
3538
there are 2 ways to pick the set,
in G03621 6 ways, in G
0
4002 48 ways and in the graph G
0
4060 18 ways to pick the
set of octagons.
One set of six octagons in the G0
3345
(Figure 2) is given in Table 2 as a list
of vertices. The cycles induce an orientation to the vertices, i.e. following the
arrows in Figure 2 we obtain the octagons. This orientation has to be reversed
in every other vertex to obtain the orientation of the triangles centered at these
vertices of the dual graph. Obviously, all the cycles can also be taken to the
opposite orientation, resulting to the opposite orientation at all vertices.
4
1
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3
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5
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1516
Figure 2: Graph G0
3345
with orientations that give six 8-cycles.
Graph G0
3345
Graph G0
3538
(1, 2, 5, 3, 6, 10, 8, 4) (1, 2, 5, 3, 7, 10, 6, 4)
(1, 3, 5, 9, 13, 10, 6, 2) (1, 3, 5, 9, 8, 4, 6, 2)
(1, 4, 7, 9, 5, 2, 6, 3) (1, 4, 8, 12, 15, 11, 7, 3)
(4, 8, 12, 14, 16, 15, 11, 7) (2, 6, 10, 14, 16, 13, 9, 5)
(7, 11, 14, 12, 15, 16, 13, 9) (7, 11, 13, 16, 15, 12, 14, 10)
(8, 10, 13, 16, 14, 11, 15, 12) (8, 9, 13, 11, 15, 16, 14, 12)
Table 2: Examples of a set of six octagons in the graphs G0
3345
and G0
3538
.
1 2
3
4 5
6
7
8 9
10
1112 1314
15 16
Figure 3: Graph G0
3538
with orientations that give six 8-cycles.
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A set of cycles of length 8 in the graph 3538 (Figure 3) are presented in Table
2 and sets of cycles in the graphs G0
3621
(Figure 4), G0
4002
(Figure 5) and G0
4060
(Figure 6) are given in Table 3. Also in these figures is denoted the orientation
of the vertices that corresponds to the octagons, and the orientations of the
triangles are obtained reversing the orientation at every other vertex.
Graph G03621 Graph G
0
4002 Graph 4060
(1, 2, 5, 9, 14, 10, 6, 4) (1, 2, 6, 11, 15, 13, 7, 3) (1, 2, 6, 14, 9, 12, 8, 3)
(1, 3, 7, 11, 8, 4, 6, 2) (1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 11, 8, 4) (1, 3, 7, 11, 5, 12, 9, 4)
(1, 4, 8, 13, 15, 9, 5, 3) (1, 4, 9, 12, 16, 10, 5, 2) (1, 4, 10, 15, 8, 12, 5, 2)
(2, 6, 10, 16, 12, 7, 3, 5), (2, 5, 3, 7, 14, 16, 12, 6) (2, 5, 11, 16, 15, 10, 13, 6)
(7, 12, 15, 13, 16, 10, 14, 11) (4, 8, 13, 15, 10, 16, 14, 9) (3, 8, 15, 16, 14, 6, 13, 7)
(8, 11, 14, 9, 15, 12, 16, 13) (6, 12, 9, 14, 7, 13, 8, 11) (4, 9, 14, 16, 11, 7, 13, 10)
Table 3: Examples of a set of 6 octagons in the graphs G03621, G
0
4002 and G
0
4060.
1
2
34
56
78
910
11
1213
14
1516
Figure 4: Graph G03621 with orientations that give six 8-cycles.
With the help of a another computer programme we then go through all the
23 sets of triangles for each of these 5 graphs, and for each graph for all the sets
of six octagons in it. We look for for a labelling of the edges of the dual graphs
in such a way that around each vertex the labelling of the three edges adjacent
to it corresponds to a labelling of one of the triangles, respecting orientation.
Adjacent vertices cannot get their labelling from the same triangle, unless the
triangle has the same label for two edges.
Let us take for example the graph G0
3621
with the 8-cycles specified in Table
3 and search for colouring by T21. There are 15× 3 ways to choose the triangle
6
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10
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14
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16
Figure 5: Graph G0
4002
with orientations that give six 8-cycles.
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4
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12
13
14
15
16
Figure 6: Graph G04060 with orientations that give six 8-cycles.
for the first vertex and thus the labelling for the three edges adjacent to it:
15 triangles to choose from, 3 orientations for each one, see Table 1 for the
triangles. Let us pick (x1, x5, x2) as in Figure 7. Now, for vertex 2, we have two
choices: (x1, x6, x4) or (x1, x13, x3). Let us take the first one. For vertex 3 can
use either (x5, x9, x10) or (x5, x13, x9). If we chose the first one, for vertex 5 we
would need a triplet with x9 followed by x4. If we chose the latter one, we would
need a triplet with x13 followed by x6. However, there are no such triangles in
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T21, see Table 1. So, our choice for the vertex 2 leads us nowhere. We had also
another choice for vertex 2, namely (x1, x13, x3). But, again, choosing either of
our possibilities (x5, x9, x10) or (x5, x13, x9) for vertex 3 makes it impossible to
get a triangle for vertex 5. Thus, the initial choice for the first vertex does not
lead to any colouring of the graph.
1
2
34
56
?
x1
x2
x4
x5
x6
x10x9
or x9or x13
Figure 7: Colouring vertex 1 in the graph G0
3621
with (x1, x5, x2), 2 with
(x1, x6, x4) and 3 with either (x5, x9, x10) or (x5, x13, x9) leaves no possibility to
colour vertex 5.
With the computer program we try out all possible choices: we try out all 23
sets of triangles for all five candidates for dual graphs, for each of them all ways
of picking the six octagons. In each case we try out all 45 choices for the labels
around the first vertex. As a result, we find colourings for the graph G03345 by
the triangles in the presentations T1 and T2 listed in [9], but no colouring with
any subset of the triangles in any of the other presentations T3 – T23.
x1
x1
x1
x1
x2
x2
x2
x2
x3
x3
x9
x9
x10
x10 x11x11
x13
x13
x14
x14
x15
x15
x15x15
Figure 8: Colouring of the graph G0
3345
with triangles from T1.
A colouring of the graph G0
3345
with triangles from T1 is presented in Figure
8. Thus these 16 triangles, namely (x1, x1, x10) at vertices 1 and 16 of the
8
graph G0
3345
(see Table 1 for the triangles and Figure 2 for the labelling of
the vertices), (x1, x15, x2) at vertices 2, 4, 13 and 15, (x2, x11, x9) at vertices
5 and 12, (x2, x14, x3) at vertices 7 and 10, (x3, x15, x13) at vertices 6 and 11,
(x9, x14, x15) at vertices 8 and 9 and (x10, x13, x11) at vertices 3 and 14, give a
surface of genus 2. Since these 7 triangles used in the colouring are among the
15 triangles of the presentation T2 as well, see [9], the same periodic plane exists
in T2, too. For the other four candidates for dual graphs no colourings can be
found.
Thus in the buildings defined by the presentations T1 and T2 there are pe-
riodic planes of genus 2 and therefore surface subgroups of the same genus.
However, when considering the possible dual graphs that do not have multi-
ple edges, there are no apartments invariant by genus 2 surface group actions
associated to the other 21 triangular presentations.
2.2 Dual graphs with double edges
Let us then consider the surfaces where some of the triangles are glued together
by two sides. This means that in the dual graph there are two edges between
some two vertices. There cannot however be adjacent double edges, that would
give degree 4 to the vertex between them. Also seven double edges altogether
would make the existence of cycles of length 8 impossible. Thus, we will generate
and check all possible dual graphs with six or less double edges.
We generate the possible dual graphs with double edges as follows: For the
dual graphs with n double edges we first generate with nauty [10] the connected,
bipartite graphs with 16 vertices and 24− n edges, with vertices of degree two
and three. Then we check whether the vertices of degree two in a graph are
pairwise adjacent. If they are, we double these edges to obtain a 3-valent graph
with n double edges. See Table 4 for the numbers of graphs obtained.
Double edges Graphs Possible dual graphs
0 38 G0
3345
, G0
3538
, G0
3621
, G0
4002
, G0
4060
1 86 G161, G
1
84
2 145 G2
20
, G2
25
, G2
78
, G2
84
3 132 G3
112
4 75 -
5 21 -
6 1 -
Table 4: The amounts of graphs with different numbers of double edges
After generating the graphs we run the same depth first search as earlier
to see, whether the graphs consist of six cycles of length eight. We obtain two
possible dual graphs with one double edge, nine with two double edges, four
with three and four with four double edges. With more double edges suitable
graphs do not exist.
When studying these graphs further, we see that in fact not even all of these
graphs are possible dual graphs. Namely, the 8-cycles in the dual graphs arise
from orientations given to the vertices. Thus, if we have a double edge between
two vertices, there is only two possibilities how a cycle can go through the ver-
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tices. When the graph is drawn on a plane, either both the vertices are oriented
to the same direction as in Figure 9a, or, they have opposite orientations, as in
Figure 9b. In the first case a cycle coming in from vertex C towards vertex A
would continue to vertex B and D and then further. Similarly for a path coming
from D towards B. With these two paths the edges AC and BD are travelled
twice, but the edges between A and B are not. Thus, the vertices joined by a
double edge must have opposite orientations to allow all edges to be travelled
twice.
A BC D
(a) Vertices with same orientation
A BC D
(b) Vertices with opposite orientations
Figure 9: Possible orientations of vertices joined by a double edge
Now, when the vertices joined by a double edge have opposite orientations,
as in Figure 9b, we immediately have some additional information about the
8-cycles. Namely, a path from C towards A continues to B and then back to
A. Thus, to get a cycle, this paths needs to continue with a cycle of four edges
from C. Similarly for a path from D towards B. In half of the graphs that are
found to have six 8-cycles with the depth first search there are no such cycles
of length four available, and thus they are not suitable for dual graphs. Let us
call the graphs we have left by Gdn, where d is the number of double edges, and
n is the number of the graph in the list of graphs generated by nauty. Thus we
have the two graphs with one double edge, G1
61
and G1
84
, four graphs with two
double edges, G220, G
2
25, G
2
78 and G
2
84, and one graph G
3
112 with three double
edges, see Table 4. The graphs are presented in Figures 10, 11 and 12.
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(a) Graph G161
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(b) Graph G184
Figure 10: Graphs with one double edge
All of these seven graphs have several possible ways to pick the set of six
8-cycles. We check by computer for each graph all 216 possibilities to orient the
vertices in order to see which orientations produce a set of six 8-cycles. As a
result we have 8 different sets of six 8-cycles for G1
61
, 24 for G1
84
, 64 for G2
20
and
10
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(a) Graph G220
1 2
34
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16
(b) Graph G225
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1415
16
(c) Graph G278
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10
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16
(d) Graph G284
Figure 11: Graphs with two double edges
1 2
3 4
5 6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Figure 12: Graph G3112 with three double edges.
G2
25
, 32 for G2
78
and G2
84
, and 1024 for the graph G3
112
.
Then we search for colourings of the vertices of these seven multigraphs with
triangles from the 23 groups in [9], giving to the three edges meeting at a vertex
labels from the three sides of one of the triangles. The search is otherwise similar
to earlier, but this time we first color the graphs without paying attention to
orientations of the vertices and triangles. Only after receiving a candidate for
possible coloring we then check, whether the coloring corresponds to one of the
11
orientations at the vertices that gives six 8-cycles in the graph.
We obtain colourings for the graphs G2
78
, G2
84
and G3
112
, the other four
multigraphs do no admit any colourings. The graphs G278 and G
2
84 can be
coloured with the triangles from the group T18 in [9]. The graph G3112 can be
coloured with triangles from the groups T1, T7 or T9. We already knew that
for T1 a periodic apartment exists in the corresponding building. However, this
colouring of G3
112
by T1 uses different triangles than the colouring obtained for
G03345, and this periodic apartment is not found in the building corresponding
to T2. The new cases of periodic apartments with dual graph G3112 are in the
buildings given by T7 and T9. The obtained colourings of G284 by T18 and of
G3112 by T7 and T9 are presented in the Table 5: on line i is the triangle that
colours vertex i of the corresponding graph, when the vertices are numbered
as in the Figures 11 and 12. The labels on the sides of the cyclic triangle are
given in the order matching to the ascending order of the labels of the vertices
adjacent to i.
Colouring with T7 Colouring with T9 Colouring with T18
(x7, x3, x4) (x14, x14, x4) (x15, x13, x5)
(x6, x9, x11) (x4, x8, x5) (x1, x1, x15)
(x7, x3, x6) (x15, x9, x6) (x1, x1, x15)
(x4, x15, x13) (x13, x3, x10) (x15, x10, x12)
(x12, x12, x3) (x15, x9, x13) (x7, x11, x10)
(x3, x7, x6) (x6, x7, x12) (x6, x12, x5)
(x13, x11, x6) (x8, x7, x3) (x9, x13, x11)
(x15, x9, x7) (x5, x12, x10) (x9, x7, x6)
(x7, x3, x6) (x14, x14, x4) (x15, x1, x1)
(x7, x3, x4) (x15, x9, x13) (x1, x1, x15)
(x12, x12, x3) (x15, x9, x6) (x7, x6, x9)
(x4, x13, x15) (x4, x8, x5) (x13, x11, x9)
(x6, x11, x9) (x6, x7, x12) (x15, x10, x12)
(x3, x6, x7) (x13, x3, x10) (x15, x5, x13)
(x9, x15, x7) (x8, x3, x7) (x10, x11, x7)
(x11, x13, x6) (x5, x10, x12) (x5, x12, x6)
Table 5: Colours for the vertices of G3
112
from presentations T7 and T9 and for
the vertices of G284 from T18 in [9].
We have now went through all possible colourings for all possible dual graphs
both with and without multiple edges. As a result we found periodic apartments
of genus 2 and therefore surface subgroups in the buildings given by T1, T2, T7,
T9 and T18 in [9]. For the other 18 cases presented in [9] no periodic apartment
invariant under a genus 2 action exists. This ends the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Remark 2.2. From (1) we note immediately that surfaces of genus 0 or 1 are
impossible.
Remark 2.3. The existence of periodic apartments of genus 3 could in theory
be checked the same way. For them the possible dual graph would have to be
bipartite trivalent graphs with 32 vertices, 48 edges and 12 cycles of length 8.
However, since there are already 18941522184590 trivalent graphs with 32 ver-
12
tices without double edges [7], the calculation time to find the possible graphs
and to search colourings with the current algorithms would be too long.
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